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placed under the control and direction of the Indian
Legislature is made without fully apprehending the gravity
of the entire problem of India's defence and internal
security. Besides, the authors of the Report " do not
accept the constitutional position that without an Indian
or Dominion Army, India cannot obtain Dominion Status/'
and argue that " none of the colonies was in a position to
assume its defence at the time when a self-governing status
was granted to it."
Regarding the Indian States, the Committee came to
the conclusion that the ultimate goal for India should be
a federation of some description, and left this extremely
intricate problem with the observation that " we hope
and trust that in the light of experience gained, the Indian
States may make up their mind to join formally an Indian
Federation/'
In formulating proposals for British India, the authors
of the Nehru Report were obsessed with the idea that the
British House of Commons could be taken as a suitable
model for an Indian Parliament. If Japan, Turkey and
Persia could adopt that model, they argued, why should
not India be able to constitute her legislature upon that
basis ? Accordingly, they conceived the future Legislative
Assembly as a body of 500 members elected by direct
election. The representative character of such an Assembly
would be clear to us if we realize that by " hypothecating
adult suffrage, this gives a representation of one member
to every 240,000 of the electors/' Adult suffrage recom-
mended by the Nehru Report would mean placing over
100 millions of electors on the roll in place of the 6 J millions
now enfranchised. As an ultimate goal, adult suffrage is
to be welcomed ; but the immediate acceptance of the
proposal would only result in chaos. The practical diffi-
culties at the moment are great, and for their solution the
authors of the Nehru Report offer no helpful suggestions.
While the Anglo-Indian press characterized the demand
as " a preposterous scheme for the next stage in the country's

